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Current context in 

Manufacturing

The rise of automation has been a trend for 
years in the industrial sector. This has made 
digitalization a critical element, both for IT 
departments and for business efficiency.

Companies need production processes that 
make them competitive, efficient and 
adaptable in an increasingly demanding global 
brand.

It is a priority to switch to the corrective 
model, not waiting to suffer an incident or a 
sudden stop in order to act.

The Manufacturing Execution System, optimizing the 
use of raw materials and reducing energy 
expenditure to achieve more sustainable products.

We achieve this through digitization tools:

The production control 

solution

PLC
SCADA 

Network

Predictive 
maintenance

ERP



Why getPro?

Self-diagnosis
Improve your responsiveness 
without impacting quality

Quality
Achieve a higher quality end 
product

Traceability
Throughout the entire 
production process

Automation
Achieves more efficient flows 
and eliminates unnecessary 
processes

Agile
Anticipate market needs

Interconnected
Connect with your industry, 
between departments, B2C, 
B2B...
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An end-to-end 
transformation 

Advice Transformation

Evolution Operation

We go along with our clients throughout the 
transformation process.

Since the early evaluation and advice stages, 
we are with you at all steps, including the 
future evolution of your systems.
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getPro Features

Master data
Configuration of the basic data for its 
operation

Role Management
Definition of users, their roles and 
permissions within the system

Tool Management
Life cycle management of molds used 
in machines

General Dashboard
Complete view of the plant and each 
machine within the process

Production Order Management
Management and layout of production 
orders with access to related 
information

Production scheduling
Replan and make simulations of the 
production received (ERP)

Quality controls
Management of controls and self-controls 
with verification parameters and associate 
them with existing references

Machine Operation Panel
Panel installed in the workstations of the 
operators

GMAO / EAM
Management of breakdowns, 
maintenance work orders, etc.

Reports
Main reports of the shift, production, etc.

Item management
Management of the recipe or component 
of each item, as well as its manufacturing 
route

Interfaces
Integration with ERP, PLCs, SCADAS and 
many other systems
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GetPro is the result of more than 25 years 
executing projects of design and implementation 
of manufacturing solutions.

With our solution we seek to integrate and 
automate production covering your entire 
business process, from the acquisition of the raw 
material to achieve the finished product. 

Getronics Experience

We achieve an improvement in quality at the 
same time as a reduction in costs and delivery 
times and with a control of risk in critical areas.

It has more than 2,880 satisfied customers in 110 
countries and an important network of partners 
on which to rely to offer the best solution to 
each client.

Contact us at:

www.getronics.com

About Getronics:
Getronics is a global ICT integrator with a long history spanning more than 130 years. With more than 3,700 employees in Europe, Asia Pacific and Latin America,
Getronics' vision is to reimagine the digital future for each of its customers. We do this by leveraging an integrated, secure-by-design portfolio of services across
the areas of Business Applications, Digital Workplace, Smart Spaces, Multi-Cloud, Field & Onsite Support, Service Desk, Network Infrastructure, and Security &
Compliance, to serve our more than 1,800 clients in both the public and private sectors.
Getronics is the leading member of the Global Workspace Alliance. This unique model offers its customers consistent IT services in 185 countries, with a single
point of contact and billing entity, while maintaining the focus and flexibility of a local partner. Learn more at getronics.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/getronics/

